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Before Armitage, before Alhazred and the Black Pharaoh, before even Hyboria's 

great Eibon, there was...Thag.  

 

At the dawn of prehistory, cavefolk, despite 

their crippling lack of intellect or skill, try 

to protect their tribe from monstrous, scaly 

creatures that think as little of proto-

humanity as they do of bugs. Great Old 

Ones? Dinosaurs? Alas, it’s both. 

 

Can the cavefolk investigators live long 

enough with their sanity intact to save 

their tribe from being devoured? Probably 

not. But it'll be fun trying. 

 

A hack of Og, the cavefolk game of 

slapstick hilarity, with Cthulhu Dark, the 

purist, bleak and unforgiving game of 

cosmic hilarity horror, by Tom Pleasant 

(March 2015). 
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Creating Your Cavefolk Investigator 

1. Choose a Name

Agh 

Barg 

Blorg 

Bruk 

Drog 

Duz 

Eeek 

Foz 

Grad 

Grel 

Grom 

Hab 

Hik 

Jek 

Korg 

Krat 

Lug 

Lurt 

Mog 

Narg 

Oom 

Pag 

Reng 

Sak 

Snat 

Tak 

Vak 

Yut 

Zok 

Zug 

2. Choose cavefolk type

TYPE 

Banging 

Fast 

Grunting 

Hunting 

Learned 

Making 

TALENT 

+1 die to hit things 

+1 die to running away 

+1 die to use magic 

+1 die to finding things 

Six abilities, not four 

+1 die to building things 

3. Choose your abilities

Choose four. Learned cavefolk choose six. Everyone gets Run Away for free. 

Build A sharp flint tied to a long stick is the ICBM of the age. 

Climb You can climb up...and down! 

Draw You must have this skill to attempt it at all, and you (the player) can 

only draw with your off hand, pen clenched in a fist. 

Explore If you go into the forest, you should be able to find your way back  

again. If not, you will probably be able to find shelter for the night. 

Fire So useful. So beautiful. So powerful. So uncontrollable. 

Forage Nuts, grubs and berries, and which mushrooms to avoid. At a push, 

this could possibly help with healing. 

Hide So many things that want to eat you are also faster than you are. 
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Hunt Tracking and killing small animals. Big animals require an extended 

action, possibly with multiple cavefolk. 

Intimidate Chest thump and bellow against anything that may, credibly, be 

intimidated. It helps if there are more of you than them, they’re 

injured, or you have the higher ground. 

Magic* Consider it more lucky escapes, unlucky accidents and coincidentally 

finding people or things. Knowing Magic automatically makes your 

base Aaahhh! rating become 2 rather than 1. Unlike other skills,  

magic only succeeds on a roll of six, with no variation in actual effect. 

Other cavefolk can try to learn this ability after character creation, 

but they must first have an in-game opportunity to do so. Then, their 

first success must be a double six. Once they manage that, they can 

then succeed on the usual roll of at least a single six. 

Romance It’s all about propagation of the species, baby. 

Run Away They who run away, get to live another day. 

Swim ‘Swim’ is such a broad term. How about ‘doggy paddle’? 

Throw  Rocks, sharpened sticks or the almighty powerful spear! Or, you 

know, what monkeys at the zoo throw... 

Tiptoe Sneak up on or past that pesky Deep One/T-Rex 

Weather Forecast the weather for the rest of the day. 

*Only Grunting cavefolk can start the game with magic.

4. Vocabulary

The World is young, so cavefolk only know these few words:

Bang 

Big 

Cave 

Fire 

Food 

Go 

Hairy 

Me 

Indefatigable 

Rock 

Shiny 

Sleep 

Small 

Smelly 

Stick 

Thing 

Water 

You 
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5. Describe your Cavefolk Investigator

Keep it simple: define one quirk. Some examples are (you’re free to make your own): 

Always hungry 

Belches loudly and often 

Gnaws an old bone 

Fascinated by fire 

Always grooming others 

Often in heat 

Picks nose 

Practical joker 

Rubs large belly 

Has a ‘lucky’ item 

Tries to speak to animals 

Whispers 

6. Ungghh!

Your Ungghh! starts at 1. When you are injured, roll your Ungghh! die. If you get 

higher than your Ungghh! rating, add 1 to it and roleplay your injury. Once you hit 

6, you are Extinct. 

7. Aaahhh!

Cavefolk, much like animals in nature, fear the unknown and that which is 

different. Even something vaguely different will trigger their fight-or-flight response. 

Such as: 

 super science (e.g. a lean-to, wheel or bow),

 culturally different (e.g. a different tribe’s outlandish way of wearing animal

skins or grunting) or

 supernatural (e.g. seeing non-Euclidian angles that pulsate and writhe with a

terrible, indescribable life of their own hinting at further depths to the cosmos

that a slope-browed, mouth-breather could ever imagine, even that time when

they ate too many of those colourful mushrooms after the feast).

There is no sanity trait as cavefolk don’t have the imagination nor intellect to be 

worried about things such as what is ‘possible’ or ‘disgusting’. If you can’t mate 

with it, eat it or kill it (in that order) it’s either a rock or you should run away. 

Your Aaahhh! starts at 1. When you experience something different, strange and/or 

frightening, roll your Aaahhh! die. If you get higher than your Aaahhh! rating, add 

1 to it and roleplay your uncontrolled fight or flight. 

If you do defeat/destroy the source of Aaahhh!, lower your Aaahhh! rating by one. 

In the case of technology, smash it with a big rock. A cavefolk cultist? Smash them 
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with a big rock. A Deep One? Get a whole load of other cavefolk and smash it with 

many big rocks. 

When your Aaahhh! reaches 6, you start to rave about: 

 the benefits of agriculture/mathematics/literacy,

 praying to a slightly different rock/eating slightly different food/wearing slightly

different animal skins, or

 praising Shub-Niggurath/using non-Euclidian geometry to travel through space

and time against all mundane laws of reality/suggesting everyone should start

eating cavefolk flesh, before barking and hiding in a hole.

You have become so different from the cavefolk and creatures around you that 

everyone and everything instinctively lashes out to destroy you. Everything. 

8. Doing Things

Roll: 

 one die if you have a relevant ability,

 one die if you have a relevant cavefolk-type talent,

 your Ungghh! die, if you will risk your health to succeed (must make narrative

sense), OR

 your Aaahhh! die, if you will risk your normality to succeed (must make

narrative sense).

The GM rolls: 

 1d6: Simple actions; minor opposition.

 2d6: Complex actions; significant opposition.

 3d6: Heroic actions; mythic opposition.

Your highest die (same or higher than the GM) shows how well you do. On a 1, you 

barely succeed. On a 6, you do brilliantly.  

 If your Ungghh! or Aaahhh! die is the highest, make a relevant roll as well, as

above.

For example: You’re escaping from a tribe of cultist cavefolk by jumping off a 

clifftop into a river canyon.  
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 On a 1, you gibber and shout all the way down, cause a huge splash and do the

same, attracting the attention of everyone around, as you somehow manage to

get to the riverbank.

 On a 4, you dive quietly into the river, but leave traces on the clifftop for

pursuers to follow.

 On a 6, you escape quietly, while your pursers continue searching the clifftop

above.

 Your Aaahhh! die rolls highest, with a roll of 4. You feel eyes on the back of your

neck, like a sabre-tooth tiger watching you from the undergrowth, but somehow

terribly worse and even hungrier as you dive quietly into the river. Somehow,

you know that something aided your fall and will eventually come to collect the

debt. You clamber, sodden, out of the river, leaving traces on the clifftop for

pursuers to follow.

When you investigate (ha!) the Mythos, the highest die, against the GM’s role, 

shows how much information you get: 

1. A single word or phrase. If you need information to proceed with the scenario,

you get that, but no more.

2. A brief sentence.

3. The basic facts.

4. The full facts.

5. The full facts, plus something within cavefolk comprehension:

 a strange history,

 a grunted legend,

 a reference in ancient cave paintings,

 a connection to remote foreign parts, such as the next valley over.

 a connection to strange religious practices, i.e. anything different to your

tribe’s.

6. The full facts, plus an item beyond cavefolk knowledge:

 something monstrous and alien

 a connection to other valleys even further away than the next valley over!

 a connection to blasphemous creatures.

 a suggestion of intelligence.
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 what happened a few years ago.

 what the creatures plan to do.

 the harm the creature did.

This will almost certainly shake your cavefolk investigator. If it does, make an 

Aaahhh! roll.  

For example: you’re investigating uncle Grak’s collection of fetishes, made from 

shells, stones, bones and feathers, either tied to sticks or on lengths of dried gut. 

On a 1, you find one made from the feathers of a bird found in the neighbouring 

valley (the next location in the scenario).  

On a 6, you realise the fetish is made from a bird twisted unnaturally by creatures 

from the stars for the express purpose of keeping watch on anyone or anything that 

may disturb the creatures while they go about digging up their funny coloured, 

humming rocks from the nearby mountain.  

Failure 

When any die rolls a 1, even on a success, choose an associated drawback. When 

all die roll 1s...well... 

 a deep sense of dread,

 it grows late,

 someone suffers harm,

 someone becomes noticed,

 someone glimpses something horrific,

 someone is touched, or realises they have been touched, by the Mythos,

 someone realises they have grunted too much.

Co-operating and Competing 

To co-operate: everyone who is cooperating rolls their dice. The highest die, rolled 

by anyone, determines the outcome.  

To compete: everyone who is competing rolls their dice. Whoever gets highest wins. 

If it’s a tie, the person with highest Ungghh! or Aaahhh! wins. If Ungghh! or 

Aaahhh! is tied, reroll. As before, if your Ungghh! or Aaahhh! dice roll higher than 

any other die you roll, make a relevant roll.  
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If you are not happy with your roll, you may reroll, using the rules above, but your 

Ungghh! or Aaahhh! immediately goes up by one.  

Magic 

Unlike other skills, you only succeed at using magic on a roll of six, which has a 

flat success effect. Other cavefolk can try to learn this ability after character 

creation, but they must first have an in-game opportunity to do so. Then, their first 

success must be a double six rolled with two dice. Once they manage that, they can 

then succeed on the usual roll of six on a single die. 

9. Recovery

Every day of rest, roll Ungghh! and Aaahhh! You always recover one missing point 

from each. If you roll under your current rating, you recover an additional point. 

10. Roleplaying Your Cavefolk Investigator

It’s difficult trying to save your tribe from annihilation. All the other cavefolk are 

busy finding nice things to eat, mates or squabbling over status. Meanwhile, you’re 

hiding in a bush in the rain while that strange tribe one valley over dances round 

that blood-stained rock about to sacrifice Zob and Nak to...well, you’re not too sure 

what, but it’s definitely both rugose, eldritch and very possibly squamous too. 

Remember, you’re more animal than Aristotle. Food, sex and status. Those are 

what are busy in your brainpan, trying to squeeze out any ‘mission’ you may have. 

But, that mission very often will mean life or death (or worse) for you and your 

tribe. Maybe for the whole human race, all 174 of them!  

Focus on the mission, or otherwi...Squirrel! 

This is completely unplaytested. If you try it out, drop me a line and tell me 

how it went. Find me at google.com/+TomPleasant or email me at 

tompleasant (at) gmail (dot) com. 

Cthulhu Dark is © 2010 Graham Walmsley 

Og is © 2007 Firefly Games, under license from Wingnut Games 
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NAME ...................... 

 

CAVEFOLK TYPE ....................... CAVEFOLK TALENT ................................

 

ABILITIES 

Choose four. Learned cavefolk choose six. Everyone gets Run Away for free. 

Build   

Climb   

Draw   

Explore  

Fire   

Forage  

Hide   

Hunt   

Intimidate  

Magic   

Romance  

Run Away  

Swim   

Throw   

Tiptoe  

Weather

 

VOCABULARY 

Bang 

Big 

Cave 

Fire 

Food 

Go 

Hairy 

Me 

Indefatigable 

Rock 

Shiny 

Sleep 

Small 

Smelly 

Stick 

Thing 

Water 

You 

 

QUIRK...................................... 

 

UNGGGHH! 

1.  

2. Bruised 

3. Wounded 

4. Crippled 

 Extinct 

 

AAAHHH! 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 


